CoreLogic® Broker Network

INSURANCE
SOLUTIONS

Helps make valuation inconsistencies and
hard-copy estimates a thing of the past
Today’s homeowner is not only concerned about getting the proper policy coverage, they
also want the best value for their money. That’s why a growing number of consumers are
using brokers to help them compare homeowner policies from top insurance carriers.
Although comparative rating systems enable brokers to compare rates from participating
carriers, it can still take considerable time for carriers to issue a policy. What if the process
for comparing rates was easier not only for the broker, but for the homeowner as well?
The answer is simple—the CoreLogic® Broker Network.

The CoreLogic® Broker
Network—because
“close enough is NOT
good enough.”

Why Choose CoreLogic
We’re working with comparative rating system vendors and licensed RCT Express®
carriers to help make the “close-enough-is-good-enough” mind-set a thing of the past.
Carriers that utilize our network can rest assured they have the proper valuation and
supporting data needed to determine more accurate reconstruction costs. Through a
broker’s integrated RCT Express site, an initial calculation of replacement cost is provided
and then copied to each selected carriers’ portal. A standard ITV profile not only improves
ITV consistency, but provides the broker, homeowner and carrier with a quicker and more
streamlined transaction.
Benefits to carriers who use our network include:
►► Better retention of preferred brokers through support of a simplified workflow
►► Improved data accuracy and consistency through a single data-entry process
►► Archive of property characteristic data to support future quoting and statistical analytics
►► ITV consistency across carriers in the CoreLogic Broker Network for true
“apples-to-apples” quoting
►► Volume exposure as rating vendors are increasing the preferred workflow for agents
at point of sale
►► Improve Insurance to Value (ITV) results to ensure accurate and consistent valuations
Benefits to brokers who use our network include:
►► Increased efficiency from a single data-entry process and consistent, familiar workflow
►► Less information gathering and speed-to-quote improves homeowner’s experience
►► Seamless data transfer from your integrated system to a carrier’s RCT Express site
►► Once-and-done entry of property data eliminates errors
►► Ensures the homeowner is properly covered through more accurate ITVs
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